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Abstract 
In the era of Bigdata, millions of searches, queries etc. happens in a second. There is a need for next generation databases which 
can store and process bigdata more effectively. NoSQL databases are created to solve the problems of scalability issues related 
with traditional databases. Year by year the bigdata is getting new dimensions. HBase is a NoSQL database suitable for random, 
real-time read/write access to Big Data.  LSM tree used in HBase helps to achieve this high performance. Commodity hardware 
have moderate RAM size. SLSM, an optimized Log Structured Merge Tree which dramatically reduces the read amplification 
and write amplification is proposed in this paper for commodity hardware. Incorporation of variant of bloom filters increases the 
read performance.   
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
More than 40 years, we had used relational databases for data storage. Today’s enterprise applications require 
extreme database performance and scale to keep up with growing business and user demands. That’s why they 
switch into NoSQL Databases. NoSQL is a database technology designed to support the requirements of modern 
Web, Mobile, and IOT applications and architected to overcome the scale, performance, data model, and data 
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distribution limitations of relational databases (RDBMS’s). NoSQL technology was originally created and used by 
Internet leaders such as Facebook, Google, Amazon, and others who required database management systems that 
could write and read data anywhere in the world, while scaling and delivering performance across massive data sets 
and millions of users. [1]. But still we had room for improvement in NoSQL databses.  
In the era of Bigdata, we need next generation databases which provides extreme database performance. Among 
the NoSQL, HBase and Cassandra are column oriented databases. Apache HBase is an open-source, distributed, 
versioned, non-relational database modeled after Google's Bigtable: A Distributed Storage System for Structured 
Data. Just as Bigtable leverages the distributed data storage provided by the Google File System, Apache HBase 
provides Bigtable-like capabilities on top of Hadoop and HDFS. [2] 
Modern web services rely upon two types of storage for small objects. The first, update-in-place, optimizes for 
random reads and worst case write latencies. Such stores are used by interactive, user facing portions of applications. 
The second type is used for analytical workloads and emphasizes write throughput and sequential reads over latency 
or random access. This forces applications to be broken into “fastpath” processing, and asynchronous analytical 
tasks. 
Historically, limitations of log structured indexes have presented a tradeoff. Update-in-place storage provided 
superior read performance and predictability for writes; log structured trees traded this for improved write 
throughput. We proposed an optimized LSM tree with counting memory bloom filters will overcome the tradeoff 
certain extent.  
2. Background 
2.1. Write Amplification 
Write amplification is the amount of data written to storage compared to the amount of data that the application 
wrote. LSM trees provide significant advantages over traditional B-trees and B+ trees. For example, if a database 
row contains 100 bytes, and a B tree such as InnoDB employs 16KiB pages [3], then the B tree may perform 16KiB 
of I/O to write a single 100-byte row, for a write amplification of 160, compared to a write amplification of 30 to 70 
for the other data structures. The use of SSD or Hard disk are impact on the speed of writing. We not concentrate on 
this impact. Compression can further reduce write amplification. Reducing the uncompressed write amplification 
can reduce the CPU load, and hence improve performance, by reducing the amount of data that needs to be 
compressed. Using lightweight compressors can mitigate this cost, at the cost of reduced compression factors, and 
hence higher write amplification. So lower uncompressed write amplification can enable the use of a more 
expensive compressor that, in turn, further lowers the write amplification seen at the disk. 
2.2. Read Amplification 
Read amplification is the number of I/O’s required to satisfy a particular query. There are two important cases for 
read amplification: cold cache, and warm cache. For example, for a B tree in the cold-cache case, a point query 
requires O(logB N) I/O’s, whereas for most reasonable configurations of RAM and disk, in the warm-cache case the 
internal nodes of the B tree are cached, and so a B tree requires at most one I/O per query. The choice of uniform 
random vs. skewed can also affect read amplification. 
2.3. Space Amplification 
The space required by a data structure can be inflated by fragmentation or requirements for temporary copies of the 
data. For example, B trees typically achieve only 75% space utilization due to fragmentation inside the B-tree 
blocks. Thus B trees suffer a space amplification of 4=3. 
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3. Related Works 
3.1. LSM Trees 
Many of the NoSQL database uses LSM trees as a data structure for high performance. In [4] author introduces a 
general purpose log structured merge tree : bLSM which have advantages of both btree and LSM tree. Key-value 
(KV) stores have become a backbone of large-scale applications in today’s data centers. LSM-trie, [5] a KV storage 
system that substantially reduces metadata for locating KV items, reduces write amplification by an order of 
magnitude, and needs only two disk accesses with each KV read even when only less than 10% of meta-data (Bloom 
filters) can be held in memory. 
3.2. Bloom Filters 
In recent years, Bloom filters have received increased attention, and they are now being used in a large number of 
systems, including peer-to-peer systems, web caches, database systems [6] and others. Several variants of the basic 
Bloom filter technique have been proposed in the literature. In [7]  the  authors introduce the  idea  of  a  counting 
Bloom  filter, allowing  elements  to  be  removed  from the set represented by the Bloom filter; Spectral Bloom 
Filters  [8]  use  a  similar  approach  to  store  multi-sets; [9] proposes a multi-segment Bloom filter that allows 
efficient  access  when  this  data  structure  is  stored  on disk; a similar approach [10] is used in a network routing 
algorithm; Compressed Bloom Filters [11] improve performance when the Bloom filter is passed as a message,  by  
using  larger  but  sparser  filters  that  lead  to smaller compressed sizes; Bloomier filters [12] allow to efficiently 
associate values with a subset of the domain elements, by using sequences of pairs of Bloom filters. All these 
variants suffer from the same limitation of the original Bloom filters: it is necessary to dimension, a priori, the size 
of the filters. We believe that it would be possible to drop this limitation for most (or even all) of these proposals by 
creating scalable variants along the lines of Scalable Bloom Filters.  
4. LSM Trees 
    Starting with a use case that would make it simpler for us to understand. Let's take the most common bank 
account database system. Here as we already know, the major actions are deposit, withdraw and a bank generally 
maintains whole log of customer activity and later publishes it through Bank Account Statement when requested by 
the user.In the above example, in general scenario, the frequency of transactions such as deposit and withdraw is 
significantly higher than a customer requesting for a bank account statement. What this means from Database 
perspective is that the actions of insert and delete into the database are happening much more frequently than a scan 
or select operation. Also, the database becomes humongous in size as the operations of the bank grow. This causes 
major performance issues with insert and delete scenario that we are interested in. 
   To address the major performance concern in above case, the first most intuitive or rather primitive way is to have 
the data structure that stores the bank information in the memory but this is not possible due to the huge size of data 
involved. Also, to address the concern about huge size, if we store the data on the disks, it will hamper performance 
while doing insert and delete due to large number of disk I/Os. Thus this is the case of trade-off in handling 
performance and size of the data. 
    To address the above mentioned issues, let's understand what the LSM tree provides. The basic form of LSM tree 
is a two-level tree with level C0 and C1. These levels are nothing but the components of the tree where C0 is always 
present in the memory i.e. memory resident and C1 is always present on the disk i.e. disk resident. On a high level, 
whenever a request comes to insert any information to the database, entry is made into C0 level which is pretty 
quick as it is present in the memory. The entries made into C0 level and subsequently transferred to C1 level present 
on disk to address the size concern. The transfer of data from C0 to C1 happens through the process of rolling merge 
which is more or less similar to merge sort. 
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Fig. 1. LSM Trees Two parts 
    The C0 level tree is generally an AVL tree (a tree that balances itself) and we aren't generally concerned about the 
size of its nodes to be in sync with page size of disk simply because it's not present on the disk! Though one might 
get tempted to have a huge C0 level tree for high performance, there are constraints due to the memory. Thus, there 
is threshold for the data it can hold beyond which the older entries from C0 are moved to C1 level thus keeping the 
size of C0 in check. 
    The C1 level tree generally resembles a B-tree. It is optimized for sequential disk access. The structure mainly 
comprises sequences of single-page nodes on each level below the root packed together in contiguous multi-page 
disk blocks. The nodes are 100% full. 
   While the data gets transferred from C0 to C1 level, technique of rolling merge is used. Rolling merge happens in 
a series of steps. Every step involves merging of disk page sized leaf nodes from C1 level with leaf level entries 
from C0 level forming a newly merged leaf node of C1 tree. The newly merged leaf node is generally stored on a 
new disk space to facilitate recovery of old leaf node in case of a crash. The Figure 1 gives a fair sense of what 
happens in case of rolling merge. 
 
Fig. 2. LSM Trees 
   As you can see, the circled part from C1 tree is taken, circled part from C0 is merged with it and finally allocated 
new disk space in C1 tree.This is how on high level a two level LSM tree works. There can be multiple levels but 
level 0 is always kept in the memory, represented as a tree, to enhance the performance. The on-disk level is 
organized to suit the particular need of the project where LSM tree is used. It can be sorted runs of data where each 
run contains data sorted on index key.  
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5. Bloom Filters 
The Bloom filter is a space efficient, probabilistic data structure, designed to test the membership of elements to a 
set. The trade-off for being a space efficient data structure is it may return false positives, but always returns definite 
negatives: Meaning Bloom filters can accurately test an element for non-membership to a set, but can only with 
probability test an element for membership. Bloom filters find application in circumstances where testing for non-
membership saves resources such as calls to a web server, checking a proxy cache. Google uses Bloom filters in the 
Chrome browser as a preliminary check for malicious URL's. 
Internally Bloom filters use a binary-array, and multiple hash functions. Lets say for instance we have a bit-array 
of a 100 elements, and 3 hash functions. We want to insert the word "Singapore" into the filter, so we pass it through 
hash 1 - returns 33; hash 2 - returns 7; hash 3 - returns 22. Next we go to each of those indices of the array and set 
them to 1, we are done and the word has been included for testing. To test a word for membership, we pass the word 
through all three hash functions, get the three hashes and check the corresponding indices of the bit-array. If all 3 
indices are set to 1, then its a probable true; if any one of those indices are set to zero, it's a definite false. 
 
Fig. 3. Bloom Filters 
6. Scalable LSM Trees 
In low memory systems, the large page size may reduce the performance of the system. The cold records may 
always reside in the memory. SLSM have small size pages in the main memory. SLSM have always contain hot 
records rather than cold records. The wastage of memory due to cold records reduced by SLSM. Some of the 
operation of SLSM are similar to LSM. The following sections explained about the operations of SLSM Trees. 
6.1. Multicomponent LSM Tree 
In the case of data continues to increase, the increase between C1 and C0 a C, C scale will continue to grow. 
When C C1 so large as in the past, we need to add a C. between the C and C0. And so on, the hard drive will be 




Fig. 4. SLSM Trees 
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Typically, LSM-tree more than one member in ascending order by the size of C0, C1, C2, ..., CK-1 and CK 
composition, permanent memory among C0, may be the key index data structure. The C1 ~ CK is being stored on 
the hard disk, but frequently visited pages will be cached in memory, and their structure is an index tree. The data 
continues to insert the process, when the small-scale Ci-1 exceeds a certain threshold, the two adjacent components 
Ci-1 and Ci will scroll the merger, from smaller Ci-1 transfer to a more entries in large Ci. Each adjacent 
components Ci-1 and Ci rolling merger is asynchronous. That is, an entry will be inserted into C0, and after 
continuous asynchronous rolling merge process, eventually merged to CK in.  
Since each adjacent components Ci-1 and Ci rolling merger is asynchronous, but when access to which data, 
often some of the concurrency problems. For example, when accurately retrieve or load multiple pages to memory 
blocks when, Ci where a node is read into memory; When retrieving or scroll consolidation scope, Ci in the multi-
page blocks are read into memory. Under these circumstances, when looking for data Ci where all nodes are not 
locked can be accessed, and will locate the node is read into memory. Even if the node being scroll merger, nodes 
can also be accessed. Obviously, this time on the data node may be incomplete. Based on these considerations, visit 
LSM-tree must follow these rules: 
When the hard disk adjacent components scroll merging, merging the current node involvement can not be 
searched; 
When C0 and C1 scrolling time of the merger, the surrounding nodes currently involved in merger C0 can not be 
find and insert; 
When Ci-1 and Ci and Ci and Ci + 1 simultaneously rolling merge, Ci-1 and Ci merger scroll cursors sometimes 
exceeds Ci and Ci + 1 scroll cursor merged. 
In order to avoid physical conflict generated when part of the hard disk is accessed, LSM-tree node is set to lock 
the unit. When you scroll during the merger, the node being merged will be locked in write mode until a node from 
large parts are combined was released. During search, the node being read will be locked in read mode, after the 
reading is completed, the lock is released.  
Compared with the C0 and C1 rolling merge, rolling merge adjacent parts of the hard disk and Ci Ci-1 between 
the Empty blocks and stuff. This is because the Ci-1 and Ci are stored into a hard disk, you need to first merge Ci-1 
and Ci of empty blocks and filling block in the same process with the C0 and C1 of memory consolidation, but not 
Ci-1 All entries will take merger, but will retain part of the entry (for example, that part of the newly inserted entry) 
into the stuff of Ci-1. 
  
 
Fig. 5. Merge Operation 
  Junction ongoing consolidation of scroll is locked (red circle circled dot), write-protected. Blue dot 
indicates the cursor, green dot indicates the node cursor does not arrive, the tree from the root to the broken line 
represents the path of the cursor. 
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6.2. Find, Delete and Modify 
When LSM-tree tree to find, in order to ensure that all entries on the LSM-tree are checked. First search for C0, 
and then search for C1, and then search for C2, ..., CK-1 and CK. Even if the hard drive components C1, C2, ..., CK 
1-structure and CK are the B-tree, which will also take some time. However, in practical applications, you can 
always limit the search to search several components on the front.  
Imagine when you insert a new entry to C0 is first inserted and then through the adjacent components Ci, and Ci 
+ 1 scroll merger between, gradually transferred to the larger part. When you scroll merger, if the last time τ being 
accessed entry preserved, while the other entries for the merge, so that frequently accessed data will be sequentially 
stored in the C0, C1, ..., CK-1 and CK in. In other words, we can simply think, C0 holds the last time τ being 
accessed entry, C1 holds data in addition to C0 stored outside, the last time being accessed 2τ entry, C2 holds in 
addition to C0 and C1 saved data, the last time being accessed 3τ entry. And so can be extended to CK-1. And the 
last part is the recent Kτ CK saved before entry. Any such transaction is executed in the last time τ do not need a 
hard disk I / O switching, you can find data directly in memory. 
Advantages LSM-tree in its hard disk can delay time to write back, and thus achieve the purpose of bulk inserting 
data. In order to more efficiently utilize the advantages of LSM-tree insertion and deletion operation is designed to 
be performed by the insertion. When an item is deleted indexed C0, first find the entry in the C0 corresponding 
index exists, if exists, on the establishment of an index. Then set delete entries (delete node entry) in position on the 
index key values. Delete entries only significance is to inform all access to the index of the operation, "the index key 
index of the item has been removed." In the subsequent roll combination, all with the same index key entry in the 
larger part of the encounter will be deleted.  
 
Fig. 6. Delete Node Entry 
For modifying entries, relying inserted advantage LSM-tree that can be inserted into a corresponding entry is 
removed, the entry to be deleted after the merger scroll left C0, and then insert the entry on the new value. 
6.3. A Variant of Bloom Filters 
In the previous section, we have discussed about using Bloom Filter to speed up judging whether a given element 
is in the LSM Tree. However, the original Bloom Filter doesn’t support deletion because one bit in the Bloom Filter 
is shared by several keys. If we simply set a bit related to one key from 1 to 0, many other keys will be influenced. 
This makes components in external memory append-only ones. To solve this problem, we created a variant of 
Bloom Filter as Delete Filter and protected the on-disk components with it together with Bloom Filter. The Delete 
Filter is the same as Bloom filter, except that we add the operation of delete. In the operation of delete, we set the bit 
corresponding to the given key from 1 to 0. This operation is an obvious mistake in Bloom Filter, but when we 
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combine the usage of Bloom Filter and Delete Filter, this mistake will not affect the accuracy of query and only 
brings some extra overhead in searching a nonexisting element in SLSM. When an element is marked as deleted, we 
will add it into the Delete Filter. When judging whether a component contains a given key, we first search it in the 
Delete Filter. If it is in the Delete Filter, we will conclude that it doesn’t exist. If it is not in the Delete Filter, we will 
turn to the Bloom Filter as we usually do. When we update a record with a given key, we need to delete the record 
and re-insert it with the same key but different value. 
7. Conclusion 
Historically, limitations of log structured indexes have presented a tradeoff. Update-in-place storage provided 
superior read performance and predictability for writes; log structured trees traded this for improved write 
throughput. We proposed an optimized LSM tree with counting memory bloom filters will overcome the tradeoff 
certain extent.  
The SLSM tree have small size pages in RAM and always keeps hot records.  For commodity hardware SLSM 
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